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In recent years, there has been an increased literature on
so-calledgeneralizednetworkdesignproblems(GNDPs),
such as the generalized minimum spanning tree prob-
lem and the generalized traveling salesman problem. In
a GNDP, the node set of a graph is partitioned into “clus-
ters,” and the feasible solutions must contain one node
from each cluster. Up to now, the polyhedra associated
with different GNDPs have been studied independently.
The purpose of this article is to show that it is pos-
sible, to a certain extent, to derive polyhedral results
for all GNDPs simultaneously. Along the way, we point
out some interesting connections to other polyhedra,
such as the quadratic semiassignment polytope and the
boolean quadric polytope. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased literature on
so-called generalized network design problems (GNDPs). In
such problems, one is given an undirected graph G = (V,E),
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and the vertex set V is partitioned into m “clusters”
V1,...,Vm. The problem to be solved is then analogous to a
standard network optimization problem (such as the travel-
ing salesman problem, minimum spanning tree problem, or
shortest path problem) but with the added requirement that
the solution contain exactly (or at most, or at least) one node
from each cluster.
The ﬁrst GNDP, the generalized traveling salesman prob-
lem or GTSP, was introduced (apparently independently) by
Henry-Labordere [10], Saskena [19] and Srivastava et al.
[21]. Later, the generalized minimum spanning tree prob-
lem or GMSTP was introduced by Myung et al. [13]. Since
then, several other GNDPs have been introduced. We refer
the reader to Feremans et al. [7] for a survey on GNDPs and
their applications.
Up to now, the polyhedra associated with GNDPs have
been studied more or less independently. For example, Fis-
chetti et al. [9] focussed on GTSP polyhedra, whereas
Feremans et al. [8] focussed on GMSTP polyhedra. Our goal
in this article is to show that it is possible, to a certain extent,
to derive polyhedral results for all GNDPs simultaneously.
Our key concept is that of a generalized subgraph (GS).
A GS is simply a subgraph of G containing exactly one node
from each cluster. (We impose no other structure on the sub-
graph.Inparticular,itneednotbeconnected,anditmayhave
isolated nodes.)
Figure 1 shows a graph and a GS. The numbered dots
represent the nodes, the ovals represent the clusters, and the
linesrepresenttheedges.Thelinesanddotsinboldrepresent
the GS.
Clearly, every feasible solution to a GNDP is a GS. Thus,
if a linear inequality is valid for every incidence vector of a
GS, it is also valid for all GNDPs. This observation led us to
study the GS polyhedra themselves.
NETWORKS—2011—DOI 10.1002/netFIG. 1. A graph with eight nodes, four clusters, and 10 edges, with a GS
in bold.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we
formally deﬁne GSs and the associated polyhedra, and pro-
vide some additional motives for studying them. In Section
3, we determine some fundamental properties of the polyhe-
dra. In Section 4, we present various valid and facet-deﬁning
inequalities. Then, in Section 5, we consider the polyhedra
obtained when, instead of requiring “exactly” one node per
cluster, one requires either “at most” or “at least” one node
per cluster. Finally, some conclusions and suggestions for
future research are given in Section 6.
2. DEFINITIONS AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we deﬁne GS polyhedra formally (Subsec-
tion 2.1). We also point out some connections between GS
polyhedraandsomeotherpolyhedraintheliterature(Subsec-
tion2.2),whichprovidesfurthermotivationforourstudy.We
assume throughout that the reader is familiar with the basics
ofpolyhedraltheory(see,e.g.,NemhauserandWolsey[14]).
2.1. Deﬁnitions
In this subsection, we deﬁne GS polyhedra formally.
Along the way, we present some useful notation.
Wedeﬁneabinaryvariablexv foreachnodev ∈ V,taking
the value 1 if and only if node v is in the GS. We also deﬁne




v∈S xv. Similarly, for any set F ⊂ E, we let y(F)
denote

e∈F ye. For any node set S,w el e tE(S) denote the
set of edges in E with both end-nodes in S. For any disjoint
node sets S,T,w el e tE(S : T) denote the set of edges in E
withonenodeinS andtheotherinT.Finally,weletK denote
{1,...,m}.
Given the above notation, a vector (x,y) ∈{ 0,1}|V|+|E|
is the incidence vector of a GS if and only if the following
inequalities are satisﬁed:
x(Vk) = 1 (k ∈ K) (1)
yuv ≤ xu,yuv ≤ xv ({u,v}∈E).( 2 )
We refer to the constraints (1) and (2) as cluster constraints
and variable upper bounds (VUBs), respectively.
The above considerations lead naturally to a family of




(x,y) ∈{ 0,1}|V|+|E| : (1), (2) hold

.
Here, as usual, “conv” denotes the the convex hull of a set of
points.
Clearly, given any speciﬁc GNDP that requires exactly
one node per cluster, the convex hull of feasible solutions
will be contained in P(G) for some graph G. As a result,
valid inequalities for GS polytopes can be used as cutting
planes for GNDPs of that kind.
We remark that the VUBs (2) can be replaced by the
following stronger inequalities:
y(E({v} : Vk)) ≤ xv (k ∈ K,v ∈ V \ Vk). (3)
We call these strengthened VUBs (SVUBs). The validity of
SVUBs was noted in [9] for the GTSP and in [8] for the
GMSTP.
2.2. Motivation
Although we are interested in GS polytopes primarily
due to their application to GNDPs, it turns out that they are
also closely related to some other important combinatorial
optimization problems and associated polytopes.
First, we consider the quadratic semiassignment problem
(QSAP), an NP-hard problem with many applications (see,
e.g., Burkard and Çela [3]). In the QSAP, one has binary
variables xik for i = 1,...,n and k = 1,...,m. The task is












qijk xikxj ,( 4 )
subject to constraints of the form:
m 
k=1
xik = 1 (i = 1,...,n).
We have the following result:
Proposition 1. The QSAP can be reduced to the problem
of maximizing a non-negative linear function over P(G).
Proof. Note that any feasible QSAP solution satisﬁes n
i=1
m

























(M − qijk )xikxj ,
(5)
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(5) non-negative. Now, construct a complete m-partite graph
G with m clusters, each containing n nodes. Assign a weight
of M − cik to the ith node in the kth cluster, and a weight
of M − qijk  to the edge connecting the ith node in the kth




changing the SVUBs (3) to equations. Thus, the inequalities
that we derive for P(G) may also be useful for solving the
QSAP.
Second, we mention that a variety of NP-hard constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) can also be reduced, in a simi-
lar way, to the problem of maximizing a non-negative linear
function over P(G). This includes, for example, the problem
max capacity representativesof Bellare[2],the
problem unique games of Khot [11], and the prob-
lems max 2-conj and max 2-csp of Serna et al. [20].
(We omit details of the reductions, for the sake of brevity.)
Thus,theinequalitiesderivedinthisarticlemayalsobeuseful
for solving CSPs.
We remark that some other well-known NP-hard CSPs,
such as max-cut, max-di-cut, and max-2-sat, are
specialcasesofmax 2-csp.Suchproblemscanbereduced
to the problem of maximizing a non-negative linear function
over P(G) for graphs G that have only two nodes per cluster.
Finally, we also remark that the “partial constraint satis-
faction polytope” studied by Koster et al. [12] is essentially
identical to the QSAP polytope studied by Saito et al. [18].
The inequalities presented in the two papers are, however,
different.
3. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF THE
POLYHEDRA
In this section, we determine some of the fundamental
properties of P(G). For ease of notation, we assume in this
section and the next that G is a complete m-partite graph.
(Note that an “intra-cluster” edge, i.e., an edge with both
end-nodes in the same cluster, can never be part of a GS.)
3.1. Dimension
First, we determine the dimension of the polytope:
Theorem 1. P(G) is of dimension |V|+| E|−m.
Proof. As equation (1) is linearly independent, the
dimension is certainly no larger than |V|+| E|−m.N o w ,
for each k ∈ K, let v(k) be an arbitrary node in Vk, and let V∗
be the union of these selected nodes. Consider the following
extreme points of P(G):
• the point obtained by setting xv = 1 for all v ∈ V∗, xv = 0
for all v ∈ V \ V∗, and ye = 0 for all e ∈ E;
• forallk ∈ K,andforallv ∈ Vk \{v(k)},thepointobtained
by taking the ﬁrst point, changing xv(k) from 1 to 0, and
changing xv f r o m0t o1 ;
• for all e ={ u,v}∈E, an arbitrary point such that ye = 1
and yf = 0 for all f ∈ E \{ e}.
These |V|+|E|−m +1 points are afﬁnely independent. ■
3.2. Canonical Form
The fact that P(G) is not full-dimensional complicates
matters,aseachfacetisdeﬁnedbyaninﬁnitenumberoflinear
inequalities. The following theorem enables us to associate
one “canonical” inequality with each (non-trivial) facet:
Theorem 2 (Canonical Form). Let F be a facet of P(G),
and suppose that F is not deﬁned by a lower bound of the






αvxv + γ, (6)
thatdeﬁnesthefaceF andsatisﬁesthefollowingconditions:
• α, β and γ are all non-negative;
• in each cluster, there exists at least one node u for which
αu = 0.
Proof. Clearly, we can assume that the inequality is in
“≤” form. Moreover, by adding or subtracting suitable mul-
tiples of the cluster constraints (1), we can ensure that α ≥ 0
and that the second condition is satisﬁed.
Now, let e ∈ E be an arbitrary edge. If the facet is not
deﬁnedbytheinequalityye ≥ 0,thenthereexistsatleastone
extreme point on the facet satisfying ye = 1. From this, we
can obtain another extreme point of P(G) by setting ye = 0.
Therefore βe ≥ 0.
Finally, for each k ∈ K, let v(k) be a node in Vk such that
αv(k) = 0.Bysettingxv(k) to1forallk,andallothervariables
to zero, we obtain an extreme point of P(G) for which the
slack of the inequality (6) is equal to γ. Thus γ ≥ 0. ■
Note that the SVUBs (3) are in canonical form.
3.3. Cluster Addition and Node Cloning
Next,wepresenttwosimpleresultsthatenablenewfacet-
deﬁning inequalities to be derived from known ones.
Theorem 3 (Cluster Addition). Suppose that an inequal-
ity of the form (6) is valid for P(G). Let G  = (V ,E ) be a
graph obtained from G by adding another cluster Vm+1, con-
sisting of a single node u, together with the |V| additional
edges needed to make G complete (m + 1)-partite. Then the
inequality (6) is valid for P(G ). Moreover, the inequality
deﬁnes a facet of P(G ) if and only if it deﬁnes a facet of
P(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
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of the form (6) is valid for P(G). Let P(G). Let u ∈ Vb e
a speciﬁed node, and let G  be the graph obtained ‘cloning’
nodeu.Thatis,anewnodeu isaddedtoV,inthesamecluster
as u, and the edge {u ,v} is added if and only if {u,v}∈E.









αvxv + αuxu  + γ
is valid for P(G ). Moreover, if there exists a node w  = u
such that αw > 0, then the cloned inequality deﬁnes a facet
of P(G ) if and only if the original inequality deﬁnes a facet
of P(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
3.4. A Connection with the Boolean Quadric Polytope
Finally, we consider the special case of P(G) that arises
when each cluster contains exactly two nodes. It turns out
that, in this case, there is a connection between P(G) and the
so-called “boolean quadric polytope.” The boolean quadric







Zij = zizj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ m)

.
The boolean quadric polytope is a fundamental problem in
quadratic 0−1 optimization, and it is also an afﬁne image of
theso-called“cutpolytope,”whichisthepolytopeassociated
with the well-known max-cut problem [1, 5]. The boolean
quadric and cut polytopes have been studied in great depth
(see Deza and Laurent [6] for an extensive survey).
We have the following theorem:
Theorem5. Letmbeﬁxed,andasusualletK ={ 1,...,m}.
Let Gm = (Vm,Em) be a complete m-partite graph with m
clustersandtwonodespercluster.Fork ∈ K,letu(k)denote
one of the two nodes in the cluster Vk, and let v(k) denote
the other node. We deﬁne the following afﬁne mapping, that
maps each point (z∗,Z∗) ∈ R
m+(
m






v(k) = 1 − z∗
k for all k ∈ K;
• y∗
u(k),u( ) = Z∗
k  and y∗
v(k),v( ) = 1 − z∗
k − z∗
  + Z∗
k  for all
{k, }⊂K;
• y∗
u(k),v( ) = z∗
k − Z∗
k  for all {k, }⊂K.
Let BQP 
m be the image of BQPm under this mapping.
Then P(Gm) is the downward monotonization of BQP 
m with
respect to the y variables. That is,
P(Gm) =

(x,y) ∈[ 0,1]|Vm|+|Em| :
∃(x,y ) ∈ BQP 
m : y ≤ y 
.
Proof. Let (z∗,Z∗) be an extreme point of BQPm, and
let (x∗,y∗) be the corresponding extreme point of BQP 
m.I t
follows immediately from the deﬁnitions that:
• (x∗,y∗) ∈{ 0,1}|Vm|+|Em|;
• x∗(Vk) = 1 for k ∈ K;
• y∗
ij = 1 if and only if x∗
i = x∗
j = 1, for all {i,j}∈Em.
Thus, (x∗,y∗) is an extreme point of P(Gm). Moreover, any
vector obtained from (x∗,y∗) by changing a y variable from
1 to 0 is also an extreme point of P(Gm), as deleting an edge
from a GS yields another GS. Thus, every extreme point
of the downward monotonization of BQP 
n is an extreme
point of P(Gm). In a similar way, one can show that every
extreme point of P(Gm) is an extreme point of the downward
monotonization of BQP 
m. ■
In Subsection 4.2, we will use Theorem 5 to derive valid
inequalities for P(G).
4. VALID INEQUALITIES AND FACETS
In this section, we present some speciﬁc valid inequalities
and show that they deﬁne facets of P(G) under certain con-
ditions. For the sake of brevity, we omit the proofs of some
of the results. In all such cases, the omitted details are easy,
but tedious.
4.1. Trivial Facets
The following two propositions describe some trivial
facets of P(G):
Proposition 2. For each e ∈ E, the lower bound ye ≥ 0
deﬁnes a facet of P(G).
Proof. Simply note that all of the afﬁnely independent
pointslistedintheproofofTheorem1satisfythelowerbound
at equality, apart from one. ■
Proposition 3. TheSVUBs(3)deﬁnefacetsofP(G),unless
|Vk| > 1 and {v} is itself a cluster.
Proof. If |Vk| > 1 and {v} is a cluster, then the SVUB is
dominated by the cluster constraints xv = 1 and x(Vk) = 1,
together with the VUBs yuv ≤ xu for all u ∈ Vk.N o w ,
Proposition 7 of [8] states that, in all other cases, the SVUB
inequality deﬁnes a facet of the GMTSP polytope. The
GMSTP polytope is contained in P(G), and has dimen-
sion |V|+| E|−m − 1, because it satisﬁes the equation
y(E) = m −1 in addition to the equations satisﬁed by P(G).
Therefore, there exist |V|+| E|−m afﬁnely independent
extreme points of P(G) that satisfy the SVUB at equality and
alsosatisfyy(E) = m−1.Tocompletetheproof,weneedan
extreme point satisfying the SVUB at equality, but not satis-
fying y(E) = m−1. For this, we can take any extreme point
satisfying y(E) = 0 and xv = 0. ■
128 NETWORKS—2011—DOI 10.1002/netFIG. 2. Representation of two odd ring inequalities. Edges represent y variables with a coefﬁcient of 1.
Note that the bounds 0 ≤ xv ≤ 1 for all v, and ye ≤ 1 for
all e, do not deﬁne facets in general, since they are implied
by the inequalities in the above propositions, together with
the cluster constraints (1).
We remark that, when |Vk|=1 for all k ∈ K, P(G) is
completely described by the cluster constraints xv = 1 for all
v and the bounds 0 ≤ ye ≤ 1 for all e. On the other hand,
there is no hope of obtaining a complete linear description
of P(G) when |Vk|=2 for all k, as optimizing a linear
function over P(G) is NP-hard even in this special case (see
the penultimate paragraph of Subsection 2.2).
4.2. Inequalities from the Boolean Quadric Polytope
Now, we will show how to derive valid inequalities for
P(G) from valid inequalities for the boolean quadric poly-
tope. We use exactly the same notation as in Subsection
3.4.
We will ﬁnd the following three lemmas helpful:
Lemma 1. If an inequality of the form αTz + βTZ ≤ γ is






βk yu(k),u( ) ≤ γ
is valid for BQP 
m.
Proof. This follows trivially from the way BQP 
m is
constructed. ■
Lemma 2. If an inequality is valid for BQP 
m, there is at
least one valid inequality for BQP 
m that deﬁnes the same
face and has canonical form.
Proof. ItfollowsfromthewayBQP 
m isconstructedthat
it satisﬁes the following equations:
• x(Vk) = 1 for all k ∈ K;
• yu(k),v( ) = xu(k) − yu(k),u( ) for all {k, }⊂K.
• yv(k),v( ) = 1 − xu(k) − xu( ) + yu(k),u( ) for all {k, }⊂K.
By adding or subtracting suitable multiples of these equa-
tions, one can always bring any valid inequality into the
desired form. ■
Lemma 3. If an inequality is valid for BQP 
m, and has
canonical form, then it is valid also for P(Gm).
Proof. This follows from the fact that P(Gm) is the
downward monotonization of BQP 
m with respect to the y
variables. ■
The above three lemmas enable one to take any valid
inequality for BQPm and convert it into a canonical valid
inequality for P(Gm). Moreover, by applying cluster addi-
tion and node cloning (Subsection 3.3), one can then derive
canonical valid inequalities for P(G), for more general
graphs G.
We have been able to derive many interesting canonical
inequalities for P(G) in this way. For the sake of brevity, we
give just two examples, based on inequalities presented in
Padberg [15].
Proposition 4 (Odd Ring Inequalities). Let V1,...,Vc be
clusters, where c ≥ 3. For k = 1,...,c, let cluster Vk be
partitioned into two subsets, called V1
k and V2
k . Moreover,
let C denote {1,...,c} and let D ⊆ C be such that |D| is
odd. Then the following “odd ring” inequality is valid for




































+  | D|/2 . (7)
Proof. Padberg ([15], p. 154) showed that the following
“odd cycle” inequalities are valid for BQPm, for any c ≥ 3












zk +  | D|/2 ,
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m satisfy the following equations:
yu(k),u(k+1) = xu(k) − yu(k),v(k+1) (∀k ∈ D).










xu(k+1) +  | D|/2 
is valid for BQP 
m. By Lemma 3, this inequality is valid also
for P(Gm). Validity for P(G) then follows from Theorem 4.
■
Proposition 5 (Odd Clique Inequalities). Let V1,...,Vc be
clusters, and assume c ≥ 3 and odd. For k = 1,...,c, let
cluster Vk be partitioned into two subsets, called V1
k and V2
k .
For any integer 1 ≤ r ≤  c/2 , the following “odd clique”
inequality is valid for P(G), where indices are taken modulo
c (see Fig. 3 for an illustration):
c 
k=1





















+ r(r + 1)/2. (9)
Proof. Padberg ([15], p. 149) showed that the following
“clique” inequalities deﬁne facets of BQPm, for any c ≥ 3







Zk  + r(r + 1)/2. (10)









 c/2  
 =1
yu(k),u(k+ ) + r(r + 1)/2. (11)
Now, from the proof of Lemma 2, all points in BQP 
m satisfy
the following equations:
yu(k),u(k+ ) = xu(k) − yu(k),v(k+ ) (∀k, ).
FIG. 3. Representation of an odd clique inequality for c = 5. Edges
represent y variables with a coefﬁcient of 1.
Together with (11), this implies that the canonical inequality
c 
k=1
 c/2  
 =1
yu(k),v(k+ ) ≤ ( c/2 −r)
c 
k=1
xu(k) + r(r + 1)/2
is valid for BQP 
m. By Lemma 3, this inequality is valid also
for P(Gm). Validity for P(G) then follows from Theorem 4.
■
It turns out that the odd ring and odd clique inequalities
are always facet-deﬁning:
Theorem 6. Odd ring inequalities deﬁne facets of P(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
Theorem 7. Odd clique inequalities deﬁne facets of P(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
We remark that the odd cycle inequalities for the GMTSP,
presented by Feremans et al. [8], are the special case of the
odd ring inequalities obtained when D = C. Moreover, it
can be shown that the ‘cycle’ inequalities for the partial con-
straint satisfaction polytope, presented in Koster et al. [12],
are equivalent to odd ring inequalities, in the sense that the
cycle and odd ring inequalities deﬁne the same facets of that
polytope. The odd clique inequalities, on the other hand,
appear to be entirely new.
4.3. Odd Circulant Inequalities
The valid inequalities in the previous subsection involved
partitions of clusters into two components. In this sub-
section, we introduce a class of canonical inequalities for
P(G) that involves partitions of clusters into more than two
components.
Proposition 6 (Odd Circulant Inequalities). Let c ≥ 3 be
an odd integer, let V1,...,Vc be clusters, and let d be an
130 NETWORKS—2011—DOI 10.1002/netFIG. 4. Representation of an odd circulant inequality for c = 5 and d = 2.
integer between 1 and  c/2 . Moreover, let each cluster Vk,
for k = 1,...,c, be partitioned into 2d sets, called V 
k for
  = 1,...,2d. The following “odd circulant” inequality is
















≤  c/2 . (12)
Proof. F o rag i v e nk, if we sum together the cluster













































Dividing by two and rounding down the right-hand side, we
obtain the odd circulant inequality. ■
It turns out that the odd circulant inequalities are always
facet-deﬁning:
Theorem 8. Odd circulant inequalities deﬁne facets of
P(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
Weremarkthattheoddcirculantinequalitiescontainsome
other known inequalities as special cases. When d =  c/2 ,
they reduce to the “odd clique matching” inequalities, intro-
duced by Feremans et al. [8] in the context of the GMSTP.
On the other hand, when d = 1, they reduce to the odd cycle
inequalities,alsoduetoFeremansetal.[8],thatwementioned
in the previous subsection.
5. TWO RELATED POLYTOPES: P≤(G) AND P≥(G)
In this section, we consider the polytopes obtained when,
insteadofrequiringexactlyonenodepercluster,onerequires
either at most or at least one node per cluster. We deal with
the at most variant in Subsection 5.1 and the at least variant
in Subsection 5.2. We will see that the at least variant is
considerably more complicated than the other two variants.
5.1. The Polytope P≤(G)
To handle the case of at most one node per cluster, we




xv ≤ 1 (k ∈ K). (13)
Accordingly, we deﬁne the following polytope:
P≤(G) = conv

(x,y) ∈{ 0,1}|V|+|E| : (2),(13) hold

.
As before, we assume for simplicity that G is a complete
m-partite graph.
Notethat,bydeﬁnition,P(G)isthefaceofP≤(G)deﬁned




Proposition 8. If an inequality of the form βy ≤ αx + γ
deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G), and is not equivalent to a bound of
the form ye ≥ 0 or a cluster constraint of the form (13), then
α, β and γ are non-negative.
Proposition 9. Cluster addition applies to all inequalities
that deﬁne facets of P≤(G). That is, if an inequality of the
formβy ≤ αx+γ deﬁnesafacetofP≤(G),andG  isdeﬁned
as in Theorem 3, then the inequality also deﬁnes a facet of
P≤(G ).
Proposition 10. Node cloning applies to all inequalities
that deﬁne facets of P≤(G), apart from bounds of the form
ye ≥ 0. That is, if an inequality deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G), and
is not a bound of the given form, then the cloned inequality
deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G ), where the cloned inequality and G 
are deﬁned as in Theorem 4.
Proposition 11. For each e ∈ E, the lower bound ye ≥ 0
deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G).
Proposition 12. For each k ∈ K, the cluster constraint
x(Vk) ≤ 1 deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G).
The situation with “canonical form” (Theorem 2) is,
however, more complicated. In the ﬁrst place, we have the
following result:
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deﬁne facets of P≤(G), yet do not have canonical form.
Proof. Let m = 3, |V|=4, V1 ={ 1,2}, V2 ={ 3} and
V3 ={ 4}, and assume that G is complete 3-partite. One can
check (either by hand or with the aid of a computer) that the
following inequality deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G):
y13 + y24 + y34 ≤ x3 + x4. (14)
This inequality is not canonical, because V2 does not contain
a node u whose variable xu has a coefﬁcient of zero in the
inequality (and the same applies to V3). ■
We remark that the inequality (14) can be viewed as a




On the other hand, we have the following positive result:
Theorem 9. If an inequality deﬁnes a facet of P(G), and it
has canonical form, then it also deﬁnes a facet of P≤(G).
Proof. As the inequality deﬁnes a facet of P(G), there
exist |V|+| E|−m afﬁnely independent extreme points of
P(G) that satisfy the inequality at equality. These are all
extreme points of P≤(G) as well. So, to complete the proof,
we need m additional afﬁnely independent extreme points.
Now consider an arbitrary cluster Vk. As the inequality is
incanonicalform,thereexistsanodeu ∈ Vk suchthatαu = 0.
Moreover, there must exist at least one extreme point in our
collection of |V|+|E|−m extreme points satisfying xu = 1
(asotherwisealloftheextremepointswouldsatisfytheequa-
tion xu = 0, and the inequality would not deﬁne a facet of
P(G)). Taking one such extreme point, and setting xu to 0,
yields an extreme point of P≤(G) that is not an extreme point
ofP(G),yetsatisﬁestheinequalityatequality.Moreover,this
extremepointisafﬁnelyindependentofthepreviousones,as
it does not satisfy the cluster constraint x(Vk) = 1. Repeat-
ing this for all clusters k, we obtain the desired m additional
extreme points. ■
This immediately yields the following corollary:
Corollary 1. SVUB,oddring,oddcliqueandoddcirculant
inequalities deﬁne facets of P≤(G).
Thus,allofthoseinequalitiescanbeusedtotackleGNDPs
inwhichatmostonenodemaybeselectedfromeachcluster.
We close this subsection with the following theorem,
which may also be of interest:
Theorem 10. Suppose that |Vk|=1 for all k ∈ K. Then:
• P≤(G) is completely described by the VUBs (2), the upper
bounds xv ≤ 1 for all v, and the lower bounds ye ≥ 0 for
all e.
• One can optimize a linear function over P≤(G) in poly-
nomial time, by solving a max-ﬂow/min-cut problem in a
graph with m + 2 nodes.
Proof. See the appendix. ■
5.2. The Polytope P≥(G)
To handle the case of at least one node per cluster, we




xv ≥ 1 (k ∈ K). (15)
Accordingly, we deﬁne the following polytope:
P≥(G) = conv

(x,y) ∈{ 0,1}|V|+|E| : (2),(15) hold

.
Although P≥(G) may seem at ﬁrst sight to be a minor
variant of the other two polytopes, it is in fact signiﬁcantly
more complex. Consider, for example, the following three
points:
• We can no longer assume that G is m-partite, as it is now
possible for a GS to include one or more intracluster edges
(edges with both end-nodes in the same cluster).
• The SVUBs (3) are no longer valid, as the left-hand side
can now be greater than 1 (unless only a single node in Vk
is adjacent to v, in which case the inequality reduces to a
standard VUB).
• Node cloning is no longer guaranteed to work. For exam-
ple,ifwetakeaVUBoftheformyuv ≤ xu,andclonenode
v, we obtain the SVUB yuv +yuv  ≤ xu, which is not valid.
In the light of the ﬁrst point, it makes sense to assume that
G is a complete graph. The following two propositions can
then be proven easily:
Proposition 14. P≥(G) is full-dimensional, i.e., of dimen-
sion |V|+|E|, unless there is a cluster Vk such that |Vk|=1,
in which case the equation x(Vk) = 1 is valid.
Proposition 15. If an inequality of the form βy ≤ αx + γ
deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G), and is not equivalent to a bound of
the form xv ≤ 1 or ye ≥ 0, then α and β are non-negative.
Moreover, although node cloning does not apply to valid
inequalities for P≥(G), a general form of cluster addition
applies, as expressed in the following theorem:
Theorem 11. Suppose that an inequality of the form (6) is
valid for P≥(G), and let k be an arbitrary positive integer.
Let G  = (V ,E ) be a graph obtained from G by adding







the inequality (6) is valid for P≥(G ). Moreover, it deﬁnes a
facet of P≥(G ) if and only if it deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G).
Proof. See the appendix. ■
Armed with Theorem 11, one can easily prove the follow-
ing results:
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deﬁnesafacetofP≥(G),unless{v}isitselfacluster,inwhich
case the equation xv = 1 is valid.
Proposition 17. For each e ∈ E, the lower bound ye ≥ 0
deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G).
Proposition 18. For each {u,v}∈E, the VUBs yuv ≤ xu
and yuv ≤ xv deﬁne facets of P≥(G), unless {u,v} is itself a
cluster,inwhichcasethestrongerinequalityyuv ≤ xu+xv−1
is valid and facet-deﬁning.
Now, consider again the SVUBs (3). Although they are
not valid for P≥(G), they can be “lifted” to make them valid,
by adding a suitable multiple of the cluster constraint (15).
This leads to the following result:
Proposition19. Thefollowing“liftedSVUBs”deﬁnefacets
of P≥(G):
y(E({v} : Vk)) ≤ xv + x(Vk) − 1 (k ∈ K,v ∈ V \ Vk).
Proof. Suppose that a feasible solution includes r of the
edges in E({v} : Vk).I fr = 0, the inequality is implied by
the cluster constraint (15). If, on the other hand, r > 0, the
node v must also be included in the feasible solution, along
with at least r nodes from the cluster Vk. This shows that
the inequality is valid. The fact that it also deﬁnes a facet
can be easily proved for m = 2, by exhibiting a suitable col-
lection of afﬁnely independent extreme points satisfying the
inequality at equality. The result for general m then follows
by Theorem 11. ■
It may be that other facet-deﬁning inequalities for P(G)
can be lifted in a similar way to obtain facets of P≥(G).
Finally, we consider the cluster constraints (15). Surpris-
ingly, it turns out that they “never” deﬁne facets of P≥(G).
This is an immediate consequence of the following result:
Proposition 20 (Tree Inequalities). Let k ∈ K be such that
|Vk|≥2. Let E(Vk) be the set of edges with both end-nodes
in Vk and let T ⊂ E(Vk) be the edge set of a tree spanning
the nodes in Vk. Then the “tree” inequality
y(T) ≤ x(Vk) − 1 (16)
deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G).
Proof. If a feasible solution includes none of the edges
in T,w eh a v ey(T) = 0, and the inequality is implied by
the cluster constraint (15). If, on the other hand, the solution
includes r of the edges in T, with r > 0, it must also include
atleastr+1ofthenodesinVk (asther edgesdeﬁneaforest).
This shows that the inequality is valid. The fact that it also
deﬁnes a facet can be easily proved for m = 1, by exhibiting
a suitable collection of afﬁnely independent extreme points
satisfying the inequality at equality. The result for general m
then follows by Theorem 11. ■
Observe that the inequality yuv ≤ xu + xv − 1, mentioned
in the proof of Proposition 18, is a tree inequality.
We conjecture that, when m = 1, P≥(G) is completely
described by the tree inequalities, the VUBs, the upper
bounds xv ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V, and the lower bounds ye ≥ 0
for all e ∈ E. In general, however, it seems that P≥(G) is
remarkablycomplex.UsingthesoftwarePORTA[4],wehave
found facet-deﬁning inequalities that we have been unable to
classify, even for m = 2. Thus, P≥(G) may deserve further
study.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Up to now, the polyhedra associated with GNDPs have
been studied largely independently. This article is the ﬁrst to
treat them all in a uniﬁed way. Moreover, to our knowedge,
wearetheﬁrsttostudythepolyhedraassociatedwithGNDPs
in which at least one node per cluster is required.
Of course, the inequalities that we have presented in this
article are not guaranteed to deﬁne facets of the polyhedra
associated with every GNDP. Even if they do not, however,
theymaystillbeusefulascuttingplanes.Moreover,itshould
be borne in mind that our inequalities can also be applied to
thequadraticsemiassignmentproblemandvariousconstraint
satisfaction problems.
An important topic for future research is the construc-
tion of exact or heuristic “separation algorithms” for the odd
ring, odd clique, and odd circulant inequalities mentioned in
Section 4, and the tree inequalities mentioned in Subsection
5.2. Such algorithms would be essential if one wished to use
these inequalities within a cutting-plane or branch-and-cut
algorithm for GNDPs and related problems.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3
Validity is trivial. So, assume that the inequality deﬁnes
a facet of P(G). Then, there exist |V|+| E|−m afﬁnely
independent extreme points of P(G) satisfying the inequality
at equality. From these it is trivial to construct |V|+|E|−m
afﬁnelyindependentextremepointsofP(G )thatalsosatisfy
the inequality at equality: just set xu to 1, and ye to 0 for all
edges incident on u.
One needs an additional |V| afﬁnely independent extreme
points of P(G ) to prove that the inequality deﬁnes a facet
of P(G ). Note that, for every v ∈ V, there is at least one
point in our collection of extreme points of P(G) satisfying
xv = 1. (If there were not, then the facet would be contained
in the hyperplanes xv = 0 and ye = 0 for all e incident on v,
a contradiction.) For each v ∈ V, we construct an additional
afﬁnelyindependentextremepointbytakingsuchanextreme
point of P(G) and setting xu and yuv to 1, and ye to 0 for all
other edges incident on u.
Finally, suppose that the original inequality is valid for
P(G), but not facet-deﬁning. Then it is dominated by two or
more other valid inequalities, that are valid also for P(G ).
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Proof of Theorem 4
ValidityfollowseasilyfromthefactthataGSinG  cannot
contain the nodes u and u  simultaneously.
Now assume that the original inequality deﬁnes a facet of
P(G). Then, there exist |V|+| E|−m afﬁnely independent
extreme points of P(G) satisfying the original inequality at
equality. From these it is trivial to construct |V|+| E|−m
afﬁnely independent extreme points of P(G ) that satisfy the
cloned inequality at equality: just set xu  to 0, and yu v to 0 for
all edges incident on u . To show that the cloned inequality
deﬁnesafacetofP(G ),oneneedsanadditionalr+1afﬁnely
independent extreme points of P (G), where r is the number
of edges incident on u .
Now suppose that there exists a node w  = u such that
αw > 0. Suppose we take our collection of afﬁnely indepen-
dent extreme points of P(G) and construct a 0-1 matrix as
follows:therearer+1columns,onerepresentingnodeuand









vyuv = γ  ,
showing that the original inequality either did not deﬁne a
facet, or had a positive α coefﬁcient only for node u.)
So, let us take r + 1 extreme points of P(G) correspond-
ing to a nonsingular submatrix of that matrix. For each such
extremepoint(x∗,y∗),wecanconstructanadditionalafﬁnely
independent extreme point of P (G) by setting xu to 0, ye to
0 for all edges incident on u, xu  to x∗
u, and yu v to y∗
uv for all
nodes v incident on u .
Finally, suppose that the original inequality is valid for
P(G), but not facet-deﬁning. Then it is dominated by two
or more other valid inequalities. The cloned version of the
original inequality is dominated by the cloned versions of
these other valid inequalities, and therefore it cannot deﬁne
a facet of P(G ). ■
Proof of Theorem 6
From Theorems 3 and 4, we can assume that V = V1 ∪
···∪Vc and that |V1
k|=| V2
k |=1 for k = 1,...,c. Then,





k} for k = 1,...,c. Also let ¯ xu denote 1 − xu for































≤  (2c −| D|)/2 . (17)
Notethatthereare2c−|D|termsontheleft-handsideof(17).
Let G∗ be a graph with one node for each of those terms, and
an edge between two nodes if and only if the corresponding
terms cannot both take the value 1 simultaneously. Then G∗
is a chordless circuit of odd cardinality, that is, an odd hole,
and extreme points of P(G) satisfying the inequality (17) at
equalitycorrespondtomaximumcardinalitystablesetsinG∗.
AsG∗ isanoddhole,thereexist2c−|D|maximumcardi-
nality stable sets in G∗. For each such stable set, construct an
extreme point of P(G) by setting the corresponding terms in
(17)to1,settingxu to1foranynodeincidentonanedgewith
ye = 1, setting the remaining x variables (if any) to arbitrary
feasible values, and setting ye to 0 for all edges not involved
in the inequality. The resulting 2c −| D| extreme points of
P(G) satisfy the inequality (17) at equality and are afﬁnely
independent.
Now note that, for any given k ∈ D, there exists exactly
one extreme point in the after mentioned collection of




k), we obtain an additional afﬁnely
independent extreme point satisfying the odd ring inequality
at equality. There are |D| such points.
Next, note that, if we take any two nodes i,j of an odd
hole, there exists a maximum cardinality stable set including
both i and j, another including i but not j, a third including j
but not i, and a fourth including neither i nor j. This means
that, given any two nodes u,w in G belonging to different
clusters, there exists at least one extreme point of P(G) that
satisﬁes the inequality (17) at equality and has xu = xv = 1.
Taking such an extreme point, setting yuv to 1 and setting ye
to 0 for all other edges not involved in the inequality yields
an additional afﬁnely independent point. There are c(2c−3)
such points.
The total number of points obtained is c(2c−1), which is
equal to the dimension of P(G) under the stated conditions.
■
Proof of Theorem 7
AsintheproofofTheorem6,wecanassumethatV = V1∪




k} for k = 1,...,c.
Now, Padberg [15] showed that an extreme point of the
boolean quadric polytope satisﬁes a clique inequality (10) at
equality if and only if
c
k=1 zk ∈{ r,r + 1}. From this it
follows that an extreme point of P(G) satisﬁes the odd clique





k) ∈{ r,r + 1}
• y(v1
k : v1
 ) = x(v1
k)x(v1
 ) for all k and  .
Such extreme points will be called “roots.”
Now, suppose that the odd clique inequality does not
deﬁne a facet. Then there is a valid inequality βy ≤ αx + γ,
not equivalent to the odd clique inequality, such that every
root satisﬁes βy = αx+γ. From Theorem 2, we can assume
that α(v2
k) = 0 for k = 1,...,c. Moreover, we must have
βe = 0 for every edge e having a zero coefﬁcient in the odd
clique inequality. (This is so because, for each such edge,
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 ) = r and x∗(v1
k) = 0, and let
(x ,y )beanarbitraryrootwithx (v1
 ) = x∗(v1
 )forall   = k,
but with x (v1
k) = 1. Deﬁne the two sets
S =






























































(∀s = 1,..., c/2 , t = 1,..., c/2 ).
This implies, by rotational symmetry, that βe is a constant
for all edges having a non-zero coefﬁcient in the odd clique
inequality. Then, setting |S|=0 and |T|=  c/2 −r in (18),
we see that α(v1
k) must equal  c/2 −r times that constant,
for all k. The inequality βy ≤ αx + γ is therefore equiva-
lent to or dominated by the odd clique inequality, which is a
contradiction. ■
Proof of Theorem 8
FromTheorems3and4,wecanassumethatV = V1∪···∪
Vc andthatV 
k ={ v 
k}fork = 1,...,cand  = 1,...,2d.W e
deﬁne an auxiliary graph G  = (V ,E ), which is the graph
with node set {1,...,c} and an edge between nodes i and j if
and only if there is an edge in G between Vi and Vj having a
positive coefﬁcient in the odd circulant inequality. Note that
each extreme point of P(G) that satisﬁes the inequality at
equality corresponds to a maximum cardinality matching in
G .
We will need the following four properties of G :
1. For any k ∈ V , there exist a maximum cardinality
matching in G  that has no edge incident on node k.
2. For any pair of edges in E  having a common end-
node, there exists a maximum cardinality matching in
G  containing one of them.
3. For any pair of node-disjoint edges in E , there exists a
maximum cardinality matching in G  containing both of
them.
4. One can ﬁnd |E | maximum cardinality matchings in G 
whose incidence vectors are afﬁnely independent.
The ﬁrst property is obvious. The fourth property follows
from the characterization of the facets of the matching poly-
tope given in [17]. The other two properties can be easily
proved either by induction or by brute-force enumeration of
cases.
Now, suppose that the equation αx + βy = γ is satisﬁed
by every extreme point of P(G) satisfying the odd circulant
inequality at equality. Using the cluster constraints (1), we
can assume that α(v1
k) = 0 for k = 1,...,c. Now, the ﬁrst
propertyofG  impliesthat,forany1 ≤ k ≤ c,thereexistsan
extremepointofP(G)thatsatisﬁestheoddcirculantinequal-
ity at equality, has x(v1
k) = 1, and has ye = 0 for every edge
e with an end-node in Vk. Note that, for any 1 < ≤ 2d we
can set x(v1
k) to 0 and set x(v 
k) to 1, while still satisfying the
inequality at equality. This implies that αv = 0 for all v ∈ V.
NowconsideranarbitraryedgeeinGthathasacoefﬁcient
of zero in the inequality, and let vk
i and v 
j be its end-nodes.
If we set ye to 1, we force x(vk
i ) and x(v 
j ) to be 1. Moreover,
there is a unique edge incident on vk
i that has a coefﬁcient of
1 in the inequality, and the same for v 
j . Let e  and e   denote
these edges. We now consider two cases:
• Theedgese  ande   haveacommonend-node.Inthiscase,
by the second property of G , there exists an extreme point
of P(G) that has ye = ye  = ye   = 1 and satisﬁes the
inequality at equality. As we can change ye to 0 and still
satisfy the inequality at equality, we must have βe = 0.
• The edges e  and e   are node disjoint. In this case, by the
third property of G , there exists an extreme point of P(G)
that has ye = ye  + ye   = 1 and satisﬁes the inequality at
equality. As in the ﬁrst case, this implies that βe = 0.
The equation αx+βy = γ therefore has a non-zero coef-
ﬁcient only for the edges that have a non-zero coefﬁcient in
theinequality.Now,bythefourthpropertyofG ,theinequal-
ity αx + βy = γ must be equivalent to the odd circulant
inequality. ■




of the same sign. Therefore M is totally unimodular, and the
constraints mentioned deﬁne an integral polytope.
Now,considertheproblemofoptimizingalinearfunction
αx + βy over P≤(G), and assume without loss of generality
that one is maximizing. If βuv ≤ 0 for some edge {u,v}, then
it is optimal to set yuv to 0. If on the other hand βuv > 0,
then yuv will equal xuxv in any optimal solution. Therefore,
maximizingαx+βyoverP≤(G)isequivalenttomaximizing







where E  ={ { u,v}∈E : βuv > 0}. Now, maximizing a
quadratic function in m binary variables, in the special case
where all quadratic terms are non-negative, can be reduced
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(Picard and Ratliff [16]). ■
Proof of Theorem 11
This is similar to that of Theorem 3, but a more involved
argumentisneededtoprovethattheinequalitydeﬁnesafacet
of P≥(G ) if it deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G).
So, assume that the inequality deﬁnes a facet of P≥(G).
Then, there exist |V|+| E| afﬁnely independent extreme
pointsofP≥(G)satisfyingtheinequalityatequality.Wecon-
struct |V|+| E| corresponding extreme points of P≥(G ) by
setting xu to 1 for some u ∈ Vm+1, setting xu  to 0 for all
u  ∈ Vm+1 \{ u}, and setting ye to 0 for all edges incident on
at least one node in Vm+1.
Wenowconstructkadditionalextremepoints,oneforeach
node in Vm+1. To this end, let (x∗,y∗) be one of the |V|+|E|
extremepointsofP≥(G )deﬁnedabove,andletubethenode
in Vm+1 for which x∗
u = 1. We construct k − 1 additional
extreme points as follows: for each node u  ∈ Vm+1 \{ u},
we take (x∗,y∗) and change the value of xu  f r o m0t o1 .T o
constructoneadditionalextremepoint,wechangexu to0and
change u  to 1 for some u  ∈ Vm+1 \{ u}.
Next,weconstructk|V|additionalextremepoints,onefor
each edge in E(V : Vm+1). As in the proof of Theorem 3, for
every v ∈ V, there is at least one extreme point of P≥(G) in
our collection that satisﬁes xv = 1. We take such an extreme
point and, for each u ∈ Vm+1, convert it to an extreme point
of P≥(G ) by setting xu and yuv to 1, xu  to 0 for all u  ∈
Vm+1 \{u}, and ye to 0 for all other edges incident on at least








take one of the extreme points of P≥(G) in our collection, set
xu, xu  and yuu  to 1, set x˜ u to 0 for all ˜ u ∈ Vm+1 \{ u,u }, and
set ye to 0 for all other edges incident on at least one node in
Vm+1. ■
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